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1. Introduction

Despite being one of the fastest growing fields, it is estimated that there will be 3.5 mil-

lion unfilled cybersecurity positions by 2021 according to a recent report by Cybersecurity

Ventures [1]. The reasons behind this cybersecurity labour crises are many, however one

of the significant contributing factors is the lack of cybersecurity knowledge and skills.

Individuals who obtain their degrees in areas such as computer science have a weak foun-

dation in security principals. The approach used to introduce students to computer security

usually involves either only introducing security in upper level courses or integrating se-

curity into the curriculum by quickly brushing over the theory behind the related security

concepts with little to no practical exercises. In both cases, the students of such institutions

graduate without a solid foundation in the basic computer security concepts. Introducing

security across the curriculum through practical exercises is not a new concept and has

been suggested by academia over and over again [2] [3]. Although the approach taken

by institutions to implement this change has been lacking and many improvements can be

suggested, this is not the focus of this proposal.

This proposal is inspired by an elective mathematics course implemented by the University

of Ottawa in order to introduce students to the field of statistics and probability. The course

is called Poker 101 [4] and was introduced as a creative way to teach students across all

faculties about core concepts in probability and statistics. The course was first offered in

2011, and although it was offered as an elective, students from several faculties registered

and successfully completed the course [5]. Using this innovative approach to teach proba-

bility and statistics, this proposal suggests the implementation of a course teaching the core

concepts of computer security using the methods in capture the flag security competitions.



2. Capture the Flag 101 Course

The idea is simple. Capture the flag security competitions are known to be attended by

individuals from diverse academic backgrounds. Due to the lack of security education

in non-cybersecurity degrees such as computer science and software engineering, these

individuals are also usually self-taught. However, due to the nature of capture the flag

competitions where participants are given exercises to complete with little to no infor-

mation or prior training on how to approach these exercises, many promising individuals

might shy away from participating in such competitions, especially individuals that belong

to minority groups. As a result, such individuals miss out on a great opportunity to learn

and practice the security skills that the industry is in desperate need of.

This report proposes the implementation of an elective course that teaches the core con-

cepts and skill sets required to participate and complete capture the flag competitions. This

would include topics such as forensics, cryptography, web exploitation, reverse engineer-

ing and binary exploitation. The concepts would be introduced and taught to the students

with the tools necessary to understand these concepts. Then students are presented with

challenges to apply these concepts.

An implementation of such a course, especially at an early stage of a degree, will inspire

students to pursue a career in cybersecurity or at the very least compel these students to be

more security aware when taking other courses in their degrees. Another direct benefit of

such a course is that students will be more encouraged to participate in CTF competitions

and therefore further their skill set.

3. Conclusion

This report proposes the implementation on an elective course that teaches the core com-

puter security concepts in the style of a capture the flag competition. This was inspired by

a successful mathematics course introduced by the University of Ottawa, called Poker 101,

that introduced the core concepts in the field of probability and statistics. Offering such

a course can inspire students to pursue a career in cybersecurity and make students more

security aware in the degrees they pursue. Implementation of such a course is very feasible

and is likely to be successful considering the significant interest in CTF competitions from

individuals pursuing both cybersecurity and non-cybersecurity degrees.
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